


P r a i s e  f o r  A  M i l e  W i d e

“Jesus used great stories to illustrate lasting truths about life, faith, and 
how His people could engage both in the world more fully. Brandon 
has done the same in his most recent book. This book doesn’t just 
invite into deeper water so we’ll know more about Jesus, but so we’ll 
become more like Him.”

— BoB Goff, New York Times bestselling author of love does

“A Mile Wide is going to help so many! Brandon’s biblical insight on 
things like gospel identity, discipleship, and justice make this a book 
not to be passed over.”

— Christine Caine, bestselling author, activist, 
evangelist, and cofounder of the a21 Campaign

“I like Brandon Hatmaker. I like the way he leads, the way he lives, 
and the way he writes. This book will help you deep dive your faith 
and you won’t want to come back up.” 

— Mark Batterson, New York Times bestselling author of The Circle 
Maker, lead pastor of national Community Church 

“I love it when a book really ref lects the heart and mind of the author, 
and this one absolutely does. Brandon is an intelligent thinker, a godly 
man, and a passionate pastor who lives and breathes a deeper gospel. 
This book is both freeing and inspiring, an invitation to a more beau-
tiful and grounded vision of Christian faith.”

— shauna niequist, bestselling author of Bread and Wine and Savor

“Brandon Hatmaker f lips our smudged lens of stale religion to a crys-
talline view of the expansive, transformative Good News. A Mile Wide 
is a guidebook on walking the Jesus- way of love and community. This 
is a must- read for every neighbor.”

— shannan Martin, author of Falling Free: 
Rescued from the life i Always Wanted
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“With a relatable approach and style, A Mile Wide invites readers to 
not be just hearers but doers of the Word. A particularly beneficial 
book for small groups and churches called to rededicate themselves to 
Gospel mission, A Mile Wide is a welcome exhortation to the work of 
the Gospel here and now.” 

— Preston YanCeY, author of Out of the House of Bread: 
Satisfying Your Hunger for God with the Spiritual disciplines

“I love this book because I love Brandon Hatmaker and everything he 
does. But second, I love this book because Brandon articulates a robust 
spirituality derived with a larger view of the Gospel and one equal to 
the significant challenge of mission in our day.”  

— alan hirsCh, founder of forge, 100Movements, and future 
travelers; award- winning author, www.alanhirsch.org 

“Countless times while reading A Mile Wide, I thought, I want some of 
what Brandon has. And that's because there’s something unique about 
his Christian story— it’s joy- filled, earnest, and believable, a kind that 
will pour life into your own.” 

— Matthew Paul turner, bestselling author of 
Churched and Our Great Big American God

“Brandon Hatmaker offers up a God- inspired image of faith that 
proves practical, inspiring, and motivational . . . who knew engaging 
our faith at a deeper level could be this much fun?” 

— steve ha as, vice president and Chief Catalyst at world vision us

“A Mile Wide will help readers unlock the need to go deeper in their 
pursuit of justice, love, grace, and truth. I’ve seen Brandon live out this 
book in the real world, and I know his desire is to see others do the 
exact same thing.” 

— Chris Marlow, founder and Ceo of help one 
now and author of doing Good is Simple
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“In my world I have the great privilege of serving some incredible 
pastors and leaders, many of whom are great authors. Reading A Mile 
Wide reminded me that my friend Brandon is a world- class pastor, 
leader, and author. This book has the kind of depth my own heart was 
yearning for and the practical wisdom I can be using today to connect 
deeply with the heart of my loving Father.” 

— Brian CarPenter, founder of refuge foundation 

“What Brandon has here is a book that needs to be read over and 
over again. His words will make you look in the mirror and question 
everything you think you know about the Christian life. His anthem 
to trade shallow religion for a deeper faith is something all of us need 
to get behind.”

— Jarrid wilson, author of Jesus Swagger and love is Oxygen 

“A Mile Wide doesn’t shy away from hard topics that every Christian 
should be considering . . . Within the first fifty pages, I had highlighted 
and marked sentences that challenged and convicted me . . . I found 
myself smiling because I could hear his voice in the call to a different 
and more true experience of Christ, but I smiled even bigger when I 
heard the voice of God doing the same through his words.”

— anGie sMith, Bible teacher and bestselling 
author of Chasing God and Seamless

“No matter who you are, A Mile Wide has something for you. Brandon 
approaches a deeper faith with such tenderness, you will not spend any 
time feeling guilty or proud over your faith journey. You will simply 
feel as though you are reading words from your big brother who cares 
for your soul and talks about how the good news of Jesus saves us, 
transforms us, and continues to interrupt our lives to help us see Jesus 
exactly where we are.” 

— JaMie iveY, host of the Happy Hour podcast
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“I love A Mile Wide. Brandon Hatmaker reveals a bigger gospel and 
invites us into a greater kingdom. This book drips with dignity for 
humanity and a heart for God.”

— leroY BarBer, executive director of the 
voices Project and director of hopemob
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to Gavin, sydney, Caleb, Ben, and remy: i love you with everything 
i am. My prayer is that somehow through an imperfect earthly 

father you will increasingly find comfort in the grace and goodness 
of a perfect heavenly father. May you each live life to the fullest.

to Jen: You keep me rooted. You inspire me. You challenge me 
to dig and then dig even more. You strengthen me. i love you.

to Jesus: Your grace is amazing. i’m no longer surprised, just amazed.

to those of you searching for more: keep 
digging. Your treasure awaits.
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xiii

I n t r o d U C t I o n

In 1889, amerICan journalist and humorist Edgar Nye intro-

duced the phrase “A mile wide and an inch deep.” He was 

referring to a river found in the midwestern and western United 

States, called the Platte River. The Platte is a muddy, wide, 

shallow, meandering stream with a swampy bottom. These 

characteristics made it too difficult to ever be used as a major 

navigation route. Though the Platte is an important tributary 

system in the Missouri River watershed, it was disqualified from 

use because of its lack of depth.

Nye wrote that the river “has a very large circulation, but 

very little influence. It covers a good deal of ground, but is not 

deep. In some places it is a mile wide and three- quarters of an 

inch deep.”1

And so the phrase was born. It’s not meant to be a compli-

ment. In fact, it quickly began to be used in politics, academia, 

and other fields to describe people whose knowledge is superficial.
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Recently the phrase has been used to describe the modern 

church and, even more indicting, those who call themselves 

believers. As someone who has spent more than twenty years in 

local church leadership, this kills me. Critics claim that as our 

churches continue to grow in size, they lack in depth. Though 

our programs and events are becoming more and more broad, 

they only skim the surface of truth. Worse, critics contend, most 

believers don’t actually live what they say they believe.

As much as I don’t want to admit it, there are elements of 

these accusations that ring true. From the beginning, believers 

have struggled between shallow religion and deeper faith. In a 

twist of irony (or accidental hypocrisy), it can be just as common 

for us to slip into religious legalism as it is to live like Jesus actu-

ally lived.

But it’s one thing to have someone accuse you of a shallow 

faith. It’s another to actually feel a lack of depth in your own life.

I’ve felt it. We probably all have. We go through weeks, 

months, and even years of hoping for more. We seek deeper 

relationships, bigger life changes, a more significant purpose, 

and more intimacy with God. We hope for a more transformed 

life that we know is possible. We crave more depth but can’t seem 

to find it.

Maybe you’re the opposite. It’s quite possible that you’re 

doing, feeling, and living better than you ever have. Some of you 

are on a spiritual high. Yet there’s still a desire to dig deeper into 

the goodness you’ve found. No matter how deep you get, you 

find yourself hungry for more.

This is a good thing.

Jesus discussed a different kind of depth, not of water, but 
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of soil. It’s the kind of depth that results in more. In the parable 

of the four soils (parable of the sower) he taught how the qual-

ity and depth of the soil represents our heart’s receptivity to his 

truth. Our receptivity determines the fruit, not the other way 

around. Instead of focusing on more fruit, we’re challenged to 

focus on the condition of the soil.

In A Mile Wide we’ll build on Jesus’ idea of depth by first 

evaluating and expanding our view of the gospel. From there 

we’ll explore how a bigger gospel tills the soil of our hearts as 

it continues to work in us and eventually through us. The fruit 

will be the exchange of a superficial or powerless religion for an 

ever- deepening and fulfilling faith. That depth you’re craving is 

actually within reach.

Whether you are a lifetime believer, new to faith, or a skeptic 

of Christianity, my hope is that this book will change forever the 

way you view Christ, yourself, and others. With that in mind, 

my heart echoes for you Paul’s prayer to the Ephesians:

For this reason I kneel before the Father . . . I pray that out of 

his glorious riches he may strengthen you with power through 

his Spirit in your inner being, so that Christ may dwell in 

your hearts through faith. And I pray that you, being rooted 

and established in love, may have power, together with all the 

Lord’s holy people, to grasp how wide and long and high and 

deep is the love of Christ, and to know this love that surpasses 

knowledge— that you may be filled to the measure of all the 

fullness of God. (Ephesians 3:14–19)
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1

C h A p T e r  1

a  F U l l e r  Fa I t H

“I have come that they may have 
life, and have it to the full.”

—  J o h n  1 0 : 1 0

tHe tensIon was palpable. A woman lay facedown in the 

shadows of the temple while her accusers stood by. As Jesus knelt 

in front of her, onlookers waited silently, as if frozen in time. 

With bated breath they anticipated his next words.

Exposed and shamed, she lay there accused . . . and guilty. 

Everyone knew this was a serious moment. She was a woman 

caught in adultery, literally in the act, a crime punishable by 

death. Her fate was not a humane or honorable death. Anyone 

caught in adultery was to be given the death of a heathen: public 

stoning by the spiritually deserving.
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“In the law Moses commanded us to stone such women,” 

they barked at Jesus.

The bait was set.

“What do you say, [rabbi]?” ( John 8:5).

Hell- bent on publicly condemning the guilty woman, the 

accusers were blinded by their agenda. They could not see the 

double standard and hypocrisy at play. She was merely a pawn. 

A life discarded in a web of deceit designed by the spiritually 

corrupt to trap Jesus.

His eyes locked onto hers. For a moment the mob seemed to 

fade into the periphery. It was as if only Jesus and the woman 

remained. Humiliated, she struggled to raise her chin to look 

back at him. The moment their eyes met . . . she knew she was 

no longer alone. Jesus would not abandon her. He would be her 

advocate.

The dust stirred as he began to write in the sand. The soil 

was as dry as her accusers’ hearts, parched and in need of living 

water. History doesn’t record what he wrote. Maybe the wind 

covered his words just as quickly as his finger carved out the 

letters.

Some believe he was listing the many sins of the accusers. 

I’m not convinced it matters what he wrote with his hands; 

with his eyes Jesus wrote mercy upon her heart, a new covenant 

marked by grace.

“Let any one of you who is without sin be the first to throw a 

stone at her,” Jesus said without looking up ( John 8:7).

All he had taught, all he lived for, and all he would die for 

was summed up in one statement. None of us are without guilt. 

“There is no one righteous, not even one” (Romans 3:10).
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Like the light in an opening scene when it first illuminates 

what’s behind the curtain, Jesus’ words instantly exposed the 

hearts of the elders. Others pursed their lips as they inter-

nally justified their actions. But as truth seized the moment, 

one by one they began to release their grip on the stones and 

walk away.

Something incredibly beautiful happened in that moment. 

Everyone was put in their proper place. Jesus spoke the lan-

guage of everyone within earshot. As an advocate he brought 

both conviction and confidence.

Over and over during the course of his life, Jesus identified 

himself physically with our humanity and our sin. Whether on 

his knees or on the cross, in so many ways he lowered himself 

to our level. His redemption offered dignity to the lowest of the 

low. And with his words he spoke grace into existence:

“Woman, where are they? Has no one condemned you?”

“No one, sir,” she said.

“Then neither do I condemn you,” Jesus declared. ( John 

8:10–11)

She was legally guilty, yet Jesus declared her innocent.

This story reveals a crossroads for every believer. Both the 

religious leaders and Jesus claimed allegiance to the same God 

of Israel. Yet the religious held a different perspective regard-

ing the law, how they viewed themselves, and how they viewed 

others.

They dug deep to accuse but skimmed the surface when 

looking at themselves. They applied the law to advance their 
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agenda, minimized self- sacrifice, and prioritized anything that 

increased their authority, position, or wealth. Their law was to 

the letter. Their innocence was shallow. And their view of others 

lacked empathy.

For what the law was powerless to do because it was weakened 

by the f lesh, God did by sending his own son in the likeness 

of sinful f lesh to be a sin offering. And so he condemned sin 

in the f lesh, in order that the righteous requirement of the 

law might be fully met in us, who do not live according to the 

f lesh but according to the Spirit. (Romans 8:3–4)

For Jesus, the law was just the beginning. He revealed a new 

kind of grace and goodness. He felt the deepest empathy, showed 

the greatest compassion, and offered the fullest hope. He put 

himself last, and he consistently made much of others. He taught 

us to peel back the layers of everything to see what’s beneath.

He didn’t just love us; he loved us with a godly love. He 

didn’t just lower himself to the depths of mankind by becoming 

man himself; he considered equality with God something not to 

be grasped and instead made himself the son of man. Jesus lived 

incredibly deep. And he invites us to join him in the depths.

So let’s get digging.

a  da n G er o u s  r e a l i t Y

It’s easy to forget that the accusers from Scripture were the 

religious elite. They weren’t your prototypical bad guys out to 
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overcome good with evil. They were the hyper- spiritual lead-

ers on a mission to protect their God and their religion. And 

they would go through, over, and around anyone to do it. They 

thought they were doing good, but the letter of the law had 

become their god.

This is a dangerous reality. We are at risk of doing the same, 

and unbeknownst to us, we often do. Our sin nature would have 

us choose sides, check lists, and oversimplify truth nearly every 

time. When we do so, we become like the accusers.

We are easily blinded when we slip into this shallow way 

of religion. It comes hand in hand with clouded vision and dis-

illusionment. On paper we’re doing what is right, so we can 

check the box and move on without conviction. We clearly see 

everyone else’s shortcomings. We ourselves are legally without 

fault, so why would we have to consider how our actions affect 

or neglect others? Why worry about the abstract implications or 

collateral damage of our actions, posture, or words when what 

we’ve done or said was not technically wrong?

I guess the main reason is because that’s exactly what Jesus 

spent the majority of his life teaching us to do: to love our neigh-

bors. We are to consider deeply how the application of what we 

believe impacts how others view him and his kingdom. It’s an 

exchange in how we think about everything.

Paul championed this same message and warned us against 

a shallow view of faith in his first letter to Timothy. He reminded 

Timothy that when we neglect love, we become like the teachers 

of the law, and that our interpretive lens should always be love. 

It’s like the legend on a map helping us set our course. How then 

should we live? Choose love. Every time.
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“The goal of this command is love,” wrote Paul, “which 

comes from a pure heart and a good conscience and a sincere 

faith. Some have departed from these and have turned to mean-

ingless talk. They want to be teachers of the law, but they do not 

know what they are talking about or what they so confidently 

affirm. We know that the law is good if one uses it properly” 

(1 Timothy 1:5–8).

Jesus couldn’t have been clearer. He spoke directly to this 

when quizzed by the teachers of the law (Matthew 22:36–40). 

What is the greatest commandment? they asked. To love God 

and love others, Jesus replied. All the Law and the Prophets 

hang on these two.

Jesus came to rip the scales off our religious eyes to show us 

the heart behind the letters. He moved from judgment to grace 

and chose love over law and people over position. His gospel was 

for all, his community was inclusive, his discipleship was holistic, 

his mission was eternal, and his kingdom was vast. Everything 

about Jesus and his dream for us was bigger, wider, and deeper 

than we can imagine.

And in order to live a fuller faith, we must go on one of 

the greatest journeys of a believer’s life: a journey down. As the 

rest of the world challenges us to keep climbing the ladder, Jesus 

repeatedly challenges us to descend. In an ironic twist, it’s there 

in the depths that we find full life. But it doesn’t come naturally. 

We have to check every motive, evaluate every decision, and be 

intentional with every pursuit. It’s a constant discipline we have 

to learn to apply, and it starts with recognizing and understand-

ing our need for depth.
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r eCo G n izi n G  o u r  n eed  fo r  d eP t h

My dog has a fear of missing out (FOMO). And to be honest 

with you, it can be fairly entertaining. I think it has to do with 

the fact that she doesn’t know she’s a dog. She thinks she’s one 

of the kids. In my family we’ve shortened the description of this 

reality to the initials F.O.M.O., pronounced just like it reads: 

“Fo- Mo.” Makes for a great Twitter hashtag: #FOMO.

You can clearly see it when the house starts to bustle each 

morning. Everyone starts loading backpacks for school and eating 

breakfast . . . and there is Ladybird, underfoot. Staring puppy- 

dog eyes, ears laid back, and scared to death we’re leaving for 

vacation instead of for the day. She’s afraid she’ll be left behind.

It’s the same when the boys and their friends run down the 

stairs and quickly out the back door. Lady can come out of a 

dead sleep in the living room and magically transport herself 

to the window facing the yard. There they are, boys outside 

doing their thing, and Ladybird staring through the glass, tail 

wagging, waiting, vicariously living through their adventure. 

Wishing she was with them.

I think some of us have spiritual FOMO.

Most believers I know would say they thirst for more. “I want 

to go deeper,” “I need to be fed,” and “There’s got to be more” 

are commonly heard inside and outside of the local church.

Spiritual FOMO is intrinsically a good thing. We are wired 

to crave more of God. So when we feel as if something is miss-

ing, it triggers a response that says, “Hey, whatever it is that I’m 

experiencing . . . it’s not enough. There’s something else.”
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And there usually is.

Our desire for “more” can come from either a healthy or 

an unhealthy place. Some of us have a healthy desire to know 

God more. We’ve “tasted and seen,” and it’s changed everything 

(Psalm 34:8). We’ve experienced firsthand the fullness of Christ 

and want more. But some of us are suffering the pangs of spiritual 

malnutrition. We want more because we need more. We’re scrap-

ing by each day hearing about the feast but 

rarely dining at the table.

The reason for our craving typically 

determines our response. Ironically, the big-

ger the void, the more desperately we search 

and the more likely we are to find substance. 

There’s an emptiness we must experience in 

order to strip ourselves of all earthly recov-

ery. It’s a place where the only option is 

whatever God provides. It’s a pure place. A necessary place.

On the f lip side, for those of us who’ve encountered Jesus 

deeply, when we’re hungry for more, we tend to return to the 

same table we’ve already experienced. We add another Bible 

study, join a new small group, start a new accountability group, 

or attend another worship service. We’re doing more of the same 

things, expecting different results. Like a hamster on a wheel, 

we’re working harder but not going any farther. We’re hoping 

to create new depth, but instead we end up spreading ourselves 

thin. And there we are: a mile wide and an inch deep.

To avoid this phenomenon and actually move forward, let’s 

discuss three key areas in which we are designed for more depth. 

While we’ll dig into each in the coming chapters, let’s first take a 

we’re scraping by 
each day hearing 

about the feast 
but rarely dining 

at the table.
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moment to name them so we can see where we personally might 

most need to dig in.

1. depth in understanding. This is the most obvious area 

and is simply the desire to go deeper into God’s Word. It 

is so very necessary. Simply put, we need to know what 

the Bible says. But we have to pursue truth with the right 

intentions. The teachers of the law loved knowledge for 

knowledge’s sake and frequently missed the point and 

certainly missed the person of Jesus. Knowledge became 

their pursuit, and it resulted in pride. Learning but not 

living leads to a shallow life every time.

2. depth in relationships. We each need a place where 

we can confess our deepest struggles and be received 

with an equally deep empathy and desire for healing. 

Unfortunately, we have a problem in the church with vul-

nerability, which is closely tied to the fear of judgment. 

Thus, many of us remain guarded and struggle to crack 

the nut on true community.

3. depth in spirit. The Spirit urges us, leads us, and comforts 

us in different ways. At times the Spirit may move boldly 

and quickly, and at others he may whisper only when we 

are still and quiet. It’s possible to be committed to Bible 

study, live in biblical community, yet be completely void 

of any spiritual vitality or depth. Maybe you’re running 

the race but feeling spiritually malnourished.

It’s important to take a look at our lives and see how we’re 

doing in each of these areas. If we’re honest, it probably won’t 
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take too much effort to find our weak spots. Are we biblically 

shallow, neglecting to learn the Scriptures or, worse, to apply the 

Scriptures we’ve learned? Are we relationally shallow, engaging 

in superficial relationships yet hungering for more vulnerability? 

Or are we spiritually shallow, going through all the motions of 

Christianity but neglecting the leadership of the Holy Spirit?

None of these is more dangerous than the other. Each can 

result in a feeling of or fear of missing out. But not one of them puts 

us beyond recovery.

u n d er s ta n d i n G  o u r  n eed  fo r  d eP t h

For the majority of my life, whenever I felt that I was missing out 

(#FOMO), needed a word from God, or simply was not feeling 

as close to Christ as I needed to be, I would instantly assume I 

needed to do more. My natural response was to grow by add-

ing something to my schedule. I hoped that by making myself 

busier doing church things, I would intuitively experience more 

Christian depth. But I didn’t. I was just busier and had less time 

to slow down, be still, think, or listen. I did more but gave less to 

each endeavor. I became a jack- of- all- trades, but master of none.

A quick look at our calendars might give us an indicator as 

to whether we’re spiritually thriving or just getting by.

Width does not create depth. If anything, it’s the opposite. 

In many ways it’s depth that determines our capacity for width. 

Jesus taught this concept in the parable of the four soils (parable 

of the sower), a beautiful illustration of how the receptivity and 

condition of our hearts determines the fullness of our faith. Each 
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condition assumes a certain level of depth and a certain quality 

of depth.

That same day Jesus went out of the house and sat by the 

lake. Such large crowds gathered around him that he got into 

a boat and sat in it, while all the people stood on the shore. 

Then he told them many things in parables, saying: “A farmer 

went out to sow his seed. As he was scattering the seed, some 

fell along the path, and the birds came and ate it up. Some fell 

on rocky places, where it did not have much soil. It sprang up 

quickly, because the soil was shallow. But when the sun came 

up, the plants were scorched, and they withered because they 

had no root. Other seed fell among thorns, which grew up 

and choked the plants. Still other seed fell on good soil, where 

it produced a crop— a hundred, sixty or thirty times what 

was sown. Whoever has ears, let them hear.”

The disciples came to him and asked, “Why do you 

speak to the people in parables?”

He replied, “Because the knowledge of the secrets of the 

kingdom of heaven has been given to you, but not to them.” 

(Matthew 13:1–11)

It’s important to frame this parable well. It’s meant to be 

a diagnosis, not a prognosis, and the central point is found in 

verse 9: “Whoever has ears, let them hear.”

This is meant to be a temperature check, and we are all 

in need of spiritual examination. Humans are famously un-  self- 

aware. We can see other people’s f laws so much more clearly 

than we see our own. Yet, we are all soil in this story, not soil 
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inspectors. We’re not capable of that, because a lot of soil looks 

the same on the surface. The only person, besides Jesus, who can 

dig honestly beneath the surface of our hearts is us.

And here’s the good news. Our diagnosis is not permanent, 

or inevitable. In fact, we are rarely just one type of soil all the 

time. I have been all four and at times have two coexisting soil 

types. I have receptive depth in one area but am shallow and 

hardened in another.

We manage a weird paradox where we can be both un- self- 

aware and also incredibly self- condemning. This parable should 

lead us to neither denial nor condemnation. Regardless of our 

circumstances, even the worst soil can be brought back to life.

We’ve all got ears, so the central question to ask of ourselves 

is: What kind of listener am I? Essentially we’re asking, how deep is 
my receptivity? How do I typically receive God’s Word, his instruc-

tion, his leadership, his ways? And what’s getting in the way?

Before we look at the soils themselves, it’s interesting to take 

a look at the disciples’ response to this story. They wanted people 

to understand who Jesus was, yet Jesus was making it hard on 

them. Their desire to make things easy was getting in the way of 

them understanding the depth of his teaching.

“Why do you speak to people in parables?” they asked.

They didn’t ask, “Why do you speak to us in parables?” 

They were already privy to the ways of Christ, but they were 

worried about the people.

In essence they were asking Jesus to make it simple. But 

Jesus knew something they didn’t. His kingdom would come 

at an incredible cost. Presenting it as a low- hanging fruit might 

net way more early adopters who liked the advantages, but that 
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kingdom would lack depth. And the early church had to be 

supernaturally strong to endure the next century without caving.

The true gospel has never appealed to the masses, nor did it 
ever try to. Jesus didn’t want fans; he wanted followers. Yes, this 

kingdom will save your whole life, but you have to lose the one 

you have first. There is no resurrection without a death.

There is a danger in attempting to widen the front door that 

Jesus said would always be narrow. It is not narrow because God 

wants to keep people out. It is narrow because so few are actually 

willing to do what it takes to enter. Jesus taught the kingdom in 

a way that made sincere converts work for it. He drew them with 

depth and mystery and truth.

Here we see a mysterious partnership between God’s sov-

ereign preparation of our hearts— making us able to hear and 

understand— and our personal responsibility to be good hearers, 

to address the soil of our hearts.

In Matthew 13:14–15, quoting Isaiah 6:9–10, Jesus explained 

a willful blindness and deafness and hardness of heart that would 

never be receptive to salvation and transformation.

“You will be ever hearing but never understanding;

you will be ever seeing but never perceiving.

For this people’s heart has become calloused;

they hardly hear with their ears,

and they have closed their eyes.

Otherwise they might see with their eyes,

hear with their ears,

understand with their hearts

and turn, and I would heal them.”
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What kind of hearers are we? If we shut out the truth long 

enough, we may lose the ability to even notice it anymore. In 

Exodus, it says that after seeing all God was doing, Pharoah 

“hardened his heart” (8:15, 32; 9:34). Seeing, hearing, and 

understanding are necessary for depth, and we must be careful 

not to block those senses out.

Nothing matters more than humility, teachability, and repen-

tance, because the opposites— pride, arrogance, and obstinacy— 

make us blind and deaf to every goodness and truth in the 

kingdom. We must not lose the power of our spiritual senses if we 

are to find the fullness that comes from spiritual depth.

Now, let’s look more closely at the parable. There are three 

elements to consider in this story: the seeds, the sower, and the 

soil. The seeds represent the gospel, which brings forth fruit 

in souls. Jesus called it the “secrets of the kingdom” (Matthew 

13:11), and it is packed full of life. The sower is Jesus, who 

teaches these life- packed words everywhere and anywhere 

there are people with ears. But the reception depends upon the 

receiver, the soil.

There are four kinds of soil mentioned in this story. It says 

that seeds fell on the path, on rocky ground, among the thorns, 

and on good soil. Each represents a condition of the heart and is 

an indicator of receptive ability.

the seed on the path never got past the top layer of soil. Never 

sank in. Not one inch. So many of us can recall the tilling season 

before Christ took root in our hearts, the tenderizing of our souls, 

searching, listening, asking questions . . . This soil is the opposite.

Verse 19 goes on to say, “When anyone hears the message 

about the kingdom and does not understand it, the evil one 
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comes and snatches away what was sown in their heart. This is 

the seed sown along the path.”

The gospel goes in one ear and out the other. It makes no 

impression and leaves no trace. The Greek word for “understand” 

in this verse means “consider”; thus there was no consideration, 

no delight in spiritual things, no fascination with God, no hun-

ger for any of this truth. Hardened at the surface level and stuck 

there. Superficial. Shallow.

Characteristics that result in inhospitable soil to God’s 

movement are cynicism, bitterness, entitlement, and arrogance. 

All are characteristics of the religious leaders of Jesus’ day and a 

threat to us today. Jesus reminds us that we have a real enemy, 

and this is his favorite type of hearer.

Matthew Henry wrote, “Such mindless, careless, trif ling 

hearers are an easy prey to Satan; who, as he is the great mur-

derer of souls, so he is the great thief of sermons, and will be sure 

to rob us of the word, if we take not care to keep it: as the birds 

pick up the seed that falls on the ground that is neither ploughed 

before nor harrowed after.”1

This person hears the Word, but it makes no sense. He finds 

no tenderness in any of it. The empty- hearted person says no 
to God.

the seed on rocky ground found itself on soil that was softer, 

but only at the surface. When people’s hearts have this kind of 

soil, they are quick to hear, ready to receive, and the gospel bursts 

quickly right out. Scripture says they receive it “with joy” (v. 20).

This reminds me of my days as a youth pastor. Each year 

we would come back from summer camp, and the youth would 

lead the Sunday evening worship service. It was a “report from 
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camp”– type event where students would lead worship and share 

a short testimony from their week.

One Sunday we had a middle school girl share how she’d 

had spiritual experiences before, but this time, this time, it was 

different. She assured us all that this was a mountaintop experi-

ence, and she was never coming down. never!
We were all hopeful for her. We were encouraged by her 

zeal. But the adults in the room all knew from experience that 

life comes with both highs and lows— both are important to 

spiritual growth. And it was unrealistic to think that all of life 

would be peachy keen from then on.

Being moved by a week of good sermons is not the same as 

being transformed by the gospel. Transformation is the continu-

ing work of the gospel in our lives that never stops. It’s a lifelong 

journey, and we learn from this life. But take caution; the heart 

may melt under the Word but not be melted down by the Word.

Translated: the seed may have broken through, but with-

out the process of purging the soil over time with the gospel of 

life, the roots have no place to grow. 

What was above ground outpaced 

what was below. The good soil was 

shallow.

Without depth, the dazzle won’t 

hold. We have to spend far more 

time nurturing what no one ever 

sees under the surface than worrying 

about what’s above the soil. Things 

like Scripture and prayer and community root us so deeply. They 

are the unglamorous, unfancy work of discipleship. They fix our 

Being moved by a 
week of good sermons 

is not the same as 
being transformed 

by the gospel.
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principles and resolutions; they root our habits and affections— 

they make us strong. They prepare us for what’s to come. The 

same sun that warms and develops the well- rooted believer with-

ers and burns up those who aren’t.

the seed among thorns is at first received deeply. Scripture 

tells us that it was well- rooted and bearing fruit. But there is 

a necessary practice for a fruit- bearing plant to stay healthy: 

weeding.

That the thorns “grew up” (v. 7) suggests they weren’t there 

when the seed was sown but attacked later, once the seed was 

already developing. Where, in the last soil, rocks spoiled the 

root, here the thorns spoiled the entire plant.

Jesus explains this soil in verse 22: “The seed falling among 

the thorns refers to someone who hears the word, but the worries 

of this life and the deceitfulness of wealth choke the word, mak-

ing it unfruitful.”

This explanation lists two main distractions to proper depth: 

worry and wealth. While each is a sermon in itself, notice that 

both come from a lack of trust in God’s leading or provision.

When fear and worry become so big they drive out all else, 

they become weeds within our hearts. They choke out fruit. We 

get obsessed and preoccupied and consumed. What we care 

about is what we think about, what we spend our time on, what 

we talk about, what we spend our energy on, what we focus on 

protecting. This is what we prioritize, and if it’s not depth in faith, 

then our faith is suffocated.
Finally we have the seed on good soil. What distinguishes 

this good ground from the rest is, in a word, fruitfulness. It pro-

duces the kind of fruit that Galatians 5 tells us we ought to see 
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in a mature Christian: love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, good-

ness, faithfulness, gentleness, and self- control (vv. 22–23).

No soil is impervious to drought or weeds or malnourish-

ment. Jesus did not say that this good ground has no stones in it, 

or no thorns, or that the sun will not beat down on it, but only 

that it is fruitful in the real, hard world.

Where there is fruit, there is the reign of God. Anytime you 

demonstrate kindness, there is fruit. When you show joy in the 

face of struggle, there is fruit. If you are gentle when you could 

be harsh, there is fruit. When we are generous, self less, good, 

loving, self- controlled: fruit, fruit, and more fruit.

s o  wh at ’ s  n e x t ?

I decided a long time ago that my lot in life was to become. What I 

mean by that is I recognize that I have yet to arrive— and simply 

won’t until Jesus returns. I am consistently becoming the man God 

wants me to be. He knows where I am and loves me regardless. 

I won’t beat myself up when I’m not as far along as I should be. 

I won’t compare myself to others. I’ll seek to see myself as God 

sees me: his child. I’m not going to fall prey to false condemna-

tion and guilt. I won’t be shamed. I know from Scripture that 

both are lies from the Enemy.

Instead, I will continue to fight for depth, because deeper 

faith leads to fuller life. I know I won’t find contentment and peace 

in the shallows. They are deceptive and lead only to disappoint-

ment and confusion. No, I will focus, rather, on a few key areas 

of faith in which I’ve only skimmed the surface over the years. 
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Finding depth in those areas is turning out to be an absolute 

game changer for me. Come to find out, many well- intentioned 

believers hold myopic views on some of the same issues. So, for 

the remainder of the book, we’ll dig into those areas.

Bottom line is that we’re all in this together. We’re craving 

depth. We’re craving rootedness. Let’s begin our journey.

d i s Cu s s i o n  q u e s t i o n s

1. in the story of the woman caught in adultery, with whom do 
you identify most: the teachers of the law, the onlookers, or 
the woman herself? why?

2. has anyone ever been an advocate for you when you didn’t 
deserve it? what did that feel like? how did that change the 
way you viewed that person?

3. in what areas are you most likely to be “at risk” of becoming 
like the “religious” teachers of the law?

4. have you ever unknowingly judged or accused others 
because you were defending a truth you believed in? explain.

5. how is learning to descend a spiritual discipline? what other 
places in the Bible do you see this truth lived out?

6. have you added a Bible study or small group to your 
schedule, hoping for more depth, but only discovered you 
were spread too thin? was the problem you or the added 
study? explain.

7. in the first chapter we discussed three kinds of “depth” 
we typically crave: depth in understanding, depth in 
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relationships, and depth in spirit. which do you lack the 
most? what are you doing or can you do to address this 
imbalance?

8. what does your daily calendar say about your spiritual depth?
9. which of the four soils best describes where you are now?

10. have you ever been more than one soil at one time? explain 
your answer.
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C h A p T e r  2

a  B I G G e r  G o s P e l

“for whoever wants to save their life will 
lose it, but whoever loses their life for me 

and for the gospel will save it.”

—  M a r k  8 : 3 5

tHInGs CHanGe over the years. That said, it’s not always the 

thing itself that changes as much as it’s us. I remember driving 

back to Colorado for the first time as an adult. The house I grew 

up in, my high school, and even the town seemed smaller than I 

remembered. The mountains, however, seemed bigger than life. 

I was actually in awe seeing them again.

The mountains, obviously, hadn’t grown. Why had my view of 

them changed so drastically? Maybe I had grown numb to them 

over the years as a child. Maybe a more traveled perspective 
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helped me appreciate their uniqueness. Or maybe that’s just 

what happens when you live in Texas. The Texas hill country 

doesn’t quite compare to the Rocky Mountains.

Likewise, our faith changes as we grow. Some things that 

used to be a big deal to me no longer are. Thank goodness. 

Many things, I know, stay the same, but it’s the gospel that con-

tinues to grow in my mind. It’s the gospel that seems most like 

those mountains.

The gospel doesn’t actually change. We do. Our perspec-

tives naturally shift with life experience, they shift with maturity, 

and they shift when we return with a greater desire for truth. 

But of all the reasons for change, mine changed the most after a 

desperate prayer on an international f light.

J e t- P l a n e  P r aY er

Several years ago, I boarded a 737 headed for Ethiopia. It was 

my first time on an overseas mission trip. I had been invited to 

join a handful of leaders who were at the top of their fields: a vice 

president of a major software company, the president of a record 

label and publishing company, a denominational leader, a mega-

church pastor, and a couple of nonprofit leaders.

As the wheels left the tarmac, I came to a startling realiza-

tion: I didn’t want to go.

It wasn’t a fear of f lying, and it wasn’t necessarily that I had 

something more pressing to attend to. In a moment of clarity, I 

realized that I didn’t quite understand or affirm the reason we 

were going.
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Why were we going to Africa?

We were planting trees. For Jesus.

The invitation had come from my friend Steve Fitch, founder 

of the Eden Projects. I wasn’t invited because I had anything 

to add to the conversation. I was invited because Steve had 

something he wanted me to see. Eden had multiple reforesta-

tion sites in Ethiopia in areas stripped by generations of people 

using the trees to sell in the market, cook with, and heat their 

homes. Some regions had become so barren that the wildlife 

had left and the soil had lost its fertility. Worse, with the lack 

of underbrush and a healthy root system, the runoff from the 

escarpment and hillsides had created massive erosion gorges 

that were not only destroying the land and the lake below, but 

were creating environmental refugees. These people had noth-

ing but their land and no place to go to if it was taken away from 

them. Deforestation was destroying communities.

Among other things, Eden focuses first on hiring people 

from the community to plant seedlings, nurture their growth, 

and then transplant them on erosion sites. The goal is job crea-

tion, environmental care, and community development.

So here was my problem: I was pretty conservative about 

everything. I grew up believing that anything to do with social 

action was most likely a departure from the gospel. While I 

didn’t fully understand the historical social gospel that my elder 

generation seemed to fear, I knew it was off base.

Not only that, my faith had pretty much been consumed by 

serving saved people, blessing blessed people, and feeling sorry 

for lost people. I never considered creation care, social enter-

prise, or community development that important or relevant 
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to me. While it seemed like good and necessary humanitarian 

work for others, it didn’t seem applicable to my faith journey as 

a church leader and seemed too shortsighted to hold any true 

eternal significance for others.

I was on that plane because a friend had asked me to go. I 

agreed because God had recently taken me on my own journey 

that forever changed how I “do” church. My wife, Jen, and I 

had spent the past few years learning to serve, engaging issues 

of poverty, homelessness, and helplessness. It may have seemed 

as though this trip would be in my lane. I thought I had broken 

through to see things through a new lens; certainly I was more 

open- minded than before. Yet it still seemed like a stretch to 

make a connection between planting trees and the gospel.

My issue wasn’t whether or not this was good and necessary 

work. It was that I couldn’t quite tell from the trip agenda when 

we were going to share the good news. It was all good, but how 

were we going to tell people about Jesus?

Signs of my angst were obvious. Just a week before the trip, 

a friend had asked why I was going. I didn’t say we were planting 

trees. I told him we were doing some community development 

work with local pastors. That was true, kind of, but not very spe-

cific. I just couldn’t bring myself to say we were planting trees. I 

couldn’t find the words.

Honestly, I was a little nervous I was taking it too far. I 

couldn’t help but wonder if I was on a slippery slope that would 

land me somewhere in a commune where I’d sell all my posses-

sions and fully depart from my conservative theological roots.

So I prayed.

“God, I’m sorry. I’m trying, but I just don’t get it. I don’t 
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want to be on this plane. I feel like I’m wasting time and money. 

If this is important to you, will you please overcome my igno-

rance, doubt, and blindness? Will you connect the dots and show 

me what I’m missing? Amen.”

That was it. A short, honest prayer.

The moment I opened my eyes, someone tapped me on my 

right shoulder. I turned to see a well- dressed, thirtysomething 

Ethiopian man with an inquiring look on his face.

“Why are you going to Ethiopia?” he said with a heavy 

accent.

My mind rushed. do I tell him community development? do I tell 
him the pastor stuff? do I tell him . . .

“We’re planting trees,” I blurted out.

Not sure why I said that. It was like a confession. Then I just 

stared at him, bracing for his response. What is he thinking? What 
am I thinking? Who do I think I am? I don’t even know what I’m doing . . . 
Who am I to come to another country and think I’m going to make a differ-
ence? his country. I’m not even sure I should be doing this.

Silence.

Then an elderly Ethiopian woman leaned over to the man 

and spoke to him in Amharic. He responded back in Amharic. 

And she began to wail.

I don’t mean cry a little. I mean wail. She stood up, wav-

ing her hands in the air, continuing to speak Amharic loudly. 

Everyone in that section of the plane could hear her.

“What’s going on?” I asked.

“My mother asked me why you were going to Ethiopia.”

“What did you tell her?”

“I told her you were going to plant trees.”
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I knew it. I totally knew it. I hadn’t even touched the ground 

yet, and I’d offended this woman. She was probably praying for 

my soul, that I would stop being so distracted by the things of 

this world and focus more on a true gospel.

“What is she saying?”

“My mother is saying that for thirty- eight years she has been 

praying that God would forgive them for stripping their land 

and to please send someone to plant trees.”

I turned to try and communicate with the woman somehow, 

to let her know that it wasn’t really me doing the work . . . I might 

plant a few . . . but it was this organization. But before I could say 

a word, she slapped her hand on my head, closed her eyes, and 

began to pray for me. Standing in the middle of the airplane. As 

loud as possible between her wailing . . . she prayed for me.

Unreal.

In a moment I had gained a new appreciation for what it 

meant to offer hope through engaging need. My heart broke for 

her. And I was incredibly humbled. Embarrassed a little. Many 

people had come before me to help with this need. Reforestation 

in Africa was obviously not starting with me. To this point I had 

done nothing outside of some financial support to the organi-

zation through our church. But it made no difference to this 

woman. No way around it. Anyone planting trees in Ethiopia 

was good news to her.

And I saw it even more clearly on the ground. I saw trees 

planted, jobs created, schools funded, and churches started. 

Hundreds of people were coming to faith, and entire communi-

ties were renewed with hope by the work of the gospel.

My gospel was too small.
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I’ve learned a lot since then. First and foremost, as beau-

tiful as it was, my gospel experience was fairly one- dimensional. 

Therefore, it had remained fairly one- dimensional. Our view 

of the gospel impacts everything, and I’ve come to realize that 

most of my spiritual shortfalls, my angst with church culture, 

and my struggles to find true significance in the kingdom come 

from that same myopic place.

a  l i M i t ed  P er s P eC t i v e

There’s something unique about how we first encounter Jesus. 

That form, whatever it may be, tends to hold a special place in our 

lives. It seems pure, and rightfully so. It’s the place in which we 

first experienced hope. This space, however, can quickly become 

the thing we are most likely to start defending, even if there comes 

a time when we need to reevaluate its effectiveness. It may serve 

us best to expand our understanding of the gospel by doing a little 

introspection. How did you first come to know Jesus?

•	 Maybe you first heard about Jesus at a revival in a small, 

traditional church. After fighting with yourself all week, 

you finally released the death grip on the pew in front of 

you and made your way to the front to receive Christ.

•	 Or maybe your mom and dad decided to visit the church 

that met in the local high school auditorium. It was like 

no church you had ever seen. The music was amazing, 

and the pastor made sense. One summer you got saved at 

youth camp and were baptized that next Sunday.
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•	 Perhaps you grew up in a rough neighborhood or tough 

family environment where church was never really a part 

of your life. For years a student mentor at the community 

center poured into you. He talked about the kingdom of 

God in ways you’d never heard before. After two years of 

hanging out and a single prayer, your life was changed 

forever.

•	 Maybe you heard about a faith- based nonprofit in your 

city that focused on helping homeless families. One 

evening after seeing yet another family rescued from 

the streets, it became clear that it was because of Christ. 

In a moment of solitude in your own bedroom, you 

realized you were just like that family in need, completely 

spiritually impoverished, and asked Jesus to save you.

•	 Or perhaps you experienced Christ for the first time at a 

recovery group. It was a place of vulnerability and trust 

and talk of the hope of a renewed life. Maybe it wasn’t 

the idea of Christ that initially drew you, but you quickly 

found out that he was at the center of this group. And 

you needed him.

The way we first encountered Jesus will most naturally seem 

like the purest form of the gospel. It’s the lens through which we 

will likely view the gospel most clearly. This is the lane in which 

we’ll most intuitively continue. But it’s a beginner’s lane. While 

God uses our experiences to shape us into who we’re becoming, 

it’s not until we see how our story intersects with others that our 

gospel will begin to grow. That lane is supposed to widen.

The word gospel means “good news.” Jesus becoming f lesh 
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was certainly the beginning of good news for us, but it didn’t 

end with his incarnation. The power was in his life and his 

death. Jesus applied who he was and what he knew by focus-

ing his efforts and digging into the lives of others. He injected 

himself into their stories, often with a deliberate attempt to re-

position himself. He knelt to be eye to 

eye with the woman caught in adultery 

and became her advocate. He rerouted 

his journey through Samaria to meet the 

woman at the well and spoke truth. He 

invited himself to dinner at Zacchaeus’s 

house and became his friend.

Jesus became good news by re-

positioning himself toward others. His 

standard mode of operation was to meet people where they 

were. At their greatest point of need. This was the gospel as it 

was intended to be. One that transcends culture. Juxtaposed, 

a gospel that attempts to lure others to reposition themselves 

toward us is a limited gospel. It seeks to force our story upon 

others instead of inserting ourselves into their stories. This is 

the exact opposite of Christ’s example. Jesus becoming good 

news was never limited by context or another’s inability to move 

toward him.

I believe this to be one of the root issues in church culture 

today. We limit the gospel by how we define it. We try to control 

it by making it too much about us, our form, and our function. 

Thus, what we’re hoping to embody lacks perspective and empa-

thy, the very things that make the gospel good news to others. 

The result? We’re ineffective. Others get frustrated. We get 

the way we first 
encountered Jesus 
will most naturally 
seem like the purest 
form of the gospel.
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confused. And the gospel seems to lack power. This isn’t the way 

it was meant to be. Yet it’s how so many of us live.

Jesus embraced multiple ways of becoming good news to 

others. He always spoke in ways they understood, he empathized 

with them, and he started by engaging their greatest need. This 

was a posture that was foundational to the early church. Paul 

wrote about it in his first letter to Corinth:

To the Jews I became like a Jew, to win the Jews. To those 

under the law I became like one under the law (though I 

myself am not under the law), so as to win those under the 

law. To those not having the law I became like one not having 

the law (though I am not free from God’s law but am under 

Christ’s law), so as to win those not having the law. To the 

weak I became weak, to win the weak. I have become all 

things to all people so that by all possible means I might save 

some. I do all this for the sake of the gospel, that I may share 

in its blessings. (1 Corinthians 9:20–23)

Earlier I mentioned five different environments in which one 

might first experience Christ. In these examples we can see at 

least three different kinds of first encounters. The first starts 

directly by engaging spiritual need, the second starts at rela-

tional need, and the third starts by addressing physical need. 

Jesus certainly understood this variety of approaches.

Aside from the cross, no single act fully defined Jesus. He 

fed the hungry, he healed the sick, and he raised the dead. He 

brought dignity to the broken, became a friend to the outcast, and 

touched the untouchable. He poured into the lives of a renegade 
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group of disciples and shared Passover with his betrayer the very 

night he was betrayed. Somehow, in each of these moments, the 

gospel is revealed. People are given hope, sin is exposed, and we 

are drawn toward a Savior who loves like no other.

The gospel is no less evident and no less powerful in one envi-

ronment than another. In fact, it only becomes most powerful 

when it’s personalized. God knows us better than we know our-

selves. By his amazing design, the gospel meets us where we are. 

Jesus meets us at our greatest deficiency and brings us to his 

greatest sufficiency.

We need to consider a bigger gospel. One that builds on 

rather than restricts us to what we first experienced. Not only to 

open our eyes to God’s greater redemptive plan, but also to allow 

us to experience all God has in store for our lives. This will help 

us to see ourselves as Christ sees us, to see others as Christ sees 

them, and to become better stewards of the gospel.

a  B i G G er  G o s P el

The gospel is plural. When we view it as singular, we limit how 

we view God working in our world and minimize the opportu-

nities that are in front of us. This only increases frustration and 

makes us less effective for the kingdom.

This is not a new concept to believers. God himself is plural. 

Scripture is clear that God is three in one. The Father is fully 

God, the Son is fully God, and the Holy Spirit is fully God. 

At times we see, hear, and learn about the Father at work in 

Scripture. At times we see, hear, and learn about the Son at 
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work. And at times we see, hear, and learn about the Holy Spirit 

at work. Each is God. Each is manifested and works in differ-

ent ways.

I think Tim Keller said it best: “Like God, the gospel is both 

one and more than that.”1 The gospel saves, transforms, and 

renews. The same gospel that saves you is at work today in restor-

ing all creation. It’s working in your life, your home, and in your 

church, just as it is in other people’s lives, homes, and churches.

A firm foundation starts with a deeper understanding of 

the gospel’s plurality. Let’s take a moment to dig into three very 

important ways in which the gospel is at work.

humble Beginnings: salvation
The gospel is most certainly doctrinal. It’s a gospel that 

saves. The doctrine of salvation is the good news that God so 

loved the world that he gave his only Son. Through him we are 

declared innocent, and through him we gain eternal life. A gos-

pel that saves makes us sons and daughters of the King. The 

good news is that Jesus came not for the righteous but for sinners, 

and that salvation is available to all of us.

“Everyone who calls on the name of the Lord will be saved” 
(Romans 10:13).

There’s a lot of confusion in the world about how some-

one really gets saved. The arguments are most often about the 

method, not the doctrine of salvation itself. Did we walk the 

aisle? Did we say the prayer? Did we stand in front of the church 

and make a “public profession”?

In the midst of all this confusion, we can be confident in a 

few truths:
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First, regardless of how you came to faith, it’s clear that 

it only takes a simple, childlike faith in Christ to be saved. It 

doesn’t require a seminary degree. We just need to understand 

our inability and Christ’s sufficiency. I’m not saying that it’s not 

complex; I’m just saying that the gospel’s invitation requires con-

fession and acceptance, not a full comprehension of its kingdom 

implications. Many of those things are spiritually discerned. It’s 

the gospel’s work in us as we continue our journey that brings us 

to a greater understanding of the kingdom.

The gospel’s first work is to save you. This is important to 

understand. As a child and young adult, I probably asked Jesus 

to save me ten thousand times. I wasn’t sure at the time why 

I lacked spiritual security, but I know now that I was placing 

my confidence in my (lame) behavior instead of my identity in 

Christ. I had allowed my inability to overshadow Christ’s abil-

ity. That led to a spiritual prison of sorts. I didn’t even realize I 

was on a hamster wheel of faith completely consumed with me. 
Every day, every action, every thought related to faith made 

me think about myself and my failures. Maybe the same is true 

for you.

Yet, the Bible says that you can “know that you have eternal 

life” (1 John 5:13, emphasis added). And you can trust that “it is 

for freedom that Christ has set us free” (Galatians 5:1). You can 

have confidence knowing that first time you believed and truly 

confessed Jesus as Lord, he saved you. We have a real enemy 

who doesn’t want us to have that confidence. He knows that if he 

can keep us consumed with and worried about whether or not 

we’re truly saved, we’ll never move on to doing good stuff for the 

kingdom. God wants you to know.
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It’s critical, as believers, that we move beyond our doubt into 

confidence. We can trust the good news:

If you declare with your mouth, “Jesus is Lord,” and believe 

in your heart that God raised him from the dead, you will be 

saved. For it is with your heart that you believe and are justi-

fied, and it is with your mouth that you profess your faith and 

are saved. (Romans 10:9–10)

The second thing we can have confidence in is that our 

salvation is not based on our behavior or our ability to save our-

selves, but upon Christ and his sacrifice. There is nothing we 

can do to earn our own salvation. Thus, there is nothing we 

can do to lose our salvation. The good news is that we can stop 

stressing, performing, and worrying. Jesus himself invites us to 

“take my yoke upon you and learn from me, for I am gentle and 

humble in heart, and you will find rest for your souls” (Matthew 

11:29).

It’s an exchange of sorts. His perfection for our sin. Baff les 

me when I think about it. But that’s the God I see in the Bible. 

That’s the good news.

The third point of confidence is that the gospel’s work is not 

complete at salvation. God has something more in mind for each 

of us. The gospel has work to do. And what God has started in 

you will be finished. In fact, this was Paul’s greatest encourage-

ment to the church: “[Be] confident of this, that he who began a 

good work in you will carry it on to completion until the day of 

Christ Jesus” (Philippians 1:3, 6).

I grew up thinking that once I was saved the major work was 
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done. It was the golden ticket. After that I just needed to hold on 

until Jesus came back. It was kind of like buying fire insurance. 

Make the monthly payments, don’t sin too much, and squeak my 

way into heaven.

This view was evident in how I lived my faith. While it 

started with zeal, eventually my attempt to be a part of the church 

became a checklist, people became projects, and my growth 

became stagnant. It rarely crossed my mind that the good news 

of our salvation had some continued work to do in me.

This led to a pretty miserable existence. Guilt became my 

main spiritual motivator. I cared more about what others thought 

of me than what God thought of me. I held on to hope but lost 

the joy of my salvation. Maybe you can relate, and the gospel 

just doesn’t seem like good news anymore. Perhaps you’re stuck 

because your gospel is too small. Here’s some good news . . . 

there’s more gospel ahead.

everything Changes: transformation
The gospel’s work does not end at our salvation. That’s where 

it begins. The gospel transforms. As we learn to trust the gospel 

that saves, the gospel that transforms takes us on the adventure 

of aligning our thoughts and desires with the mind and heart of 

Christ. It helps us see a better way and sheds light on opportu-

nities to choose his way over our ways. Any realm in our lives 

where we choose the way of Jesus is the result of a transforming 

gospel.

In the second chapter of Philippians, Paul wrote, “Work out 

your salvation with fear and trembling, for it is God who works 

in you to will and to act in order to fulfill his good purpose” 
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(vv. 12–13). Simply put, transformation is the lifelong work of 

the gospel in us in every way. Nothing is left untouched. Once 

we truly find our identity in Christ, the gospel begins to work, 

transforming our hearts and minds. We’re given a new way to 

see the world, a new personal scorecard with greater reward, 

and a new and more fulfilling mission. The gospel becomes an 

ever- refining lens that clarifies our way. It brings significance to 

every breath and sheds light in the darkest places. Every moment 

becomes a learning moment, an opportunity, or an example of 

the gospel at work.

The gospel doesn’t just change our actions; it changes our 

hearts and minds. It changes the motivation behind our actions. 

God doesn’t want us to live for him and others begrudgingly. 

He wants to change what we desire, so that when we choose his 

ways over ours, it breathes life into our journey, so that our great-

est fulfillment comes from walking in his footsteps. He wants to 

make us more like Jesus.

A limited gospel makes life change a discipline. The true 

gospel changes our heart’s desire to live like Christ. It changes 

our perspective. It’s not the other way around. We don’t change 

on our own power hoping to see a glimpse of the gospel. This is 

a massive paradigm shift for many. A necessary shift.

We don’t just take up the cause of the orphan or fight human 

trafficking because we’re supposed to; we do these things as a 

result of the gospel giving us a heart for justice. We don’t extend 

mercy to others because God said we have to forgive others; we 

extend mercy because we have learned to love mercy. There’s 

a point where we stop going to church because of guilt and we 

actually begin to love worshipping God, learning his Word, and 
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being a part of the body of Christ. People stop annoying you 

because you see their brokenness and identify it with your bro-

kenness. You do things and have thoughts you never imagined 

you’d have. Why? You’re being transformed.

a fresh Beginning: restoration
Not long ago, Jen and I considered buying a hundred- year- 

old farmhouse in old- town Buda, Texas. At the time, it seemed 

like the perfect renovation project for us. It was situated on a 

beautiful lot with twelve pecan trees and was in the exact part of 

town we hoped for. It suited our family perfectly in every way— 

everything, that is, except the house itself.

The house was rundown and tired.

While the exterior held its original charm, the inside had 

obvious “updates” and additions that screamed of decades past. 

Each addition was like another domino falling away from its his-

torical allure, each one making it less likely to suit the Hatmaker 

family.

But we didn’t consider it based on its current condition; we 

bought it for its potential. We knew what we could make of it. So 

we bought the home, sold our old one, and moved in as is.

We lived in the house during the demolition and deconstruc-

tion. That was definitely the most difficult part. There were times 

without heat, water, a living room, and the entire time we were 

without a kitchen. Everything that made home comfortable was 

displaced during that time. Construction dust and debris were 

everywhere, and nothing seemed to be going as planned.

But there was a moment when the old drywall was ripped 

away, the walls were gone, and we could finally see the original 
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studs that held the house together. What we saw was a solid house. 

The craftsmanship was amazing. For the first time we could see 

what we were really working with, and hope was restored that it 

was worth the sacrifice.

Then the fun began. Our plan was to restore the home 

to suit our family, adding a bedroom here, a bathroom there, 

repurposing everything we could. Each room had our personal 

touch, design, and feel. It wasn’t exactly like the home was when 

it was first built. Instead, it was better than new, because it was 

built with my family in mind.

We’ve discussed in depth how the gospel works to save and 

transform, but it doesn’t stop there. The gospel also restores and 

makes all things new. The good news of the kingdom is that God 

has this amazing plan outlined from Genesis to Revelation to 

restore all of creation. That includes us. The invitation is to find 

our story as a part of his greater story.

Once we find our identity in a gospel that saves, the Spirit 

moves in and starts making changes. Transformation often starts 

with some deconstruction, stripping away the years of short-

sighted renovations, worn- down materials, and mistakes. From 

there the gospel works in us to take what was broken and restore 

it, redeeming lost moments, broken opportunities, failures, and 

shortcomings.

“The God of all grace, who has called you to his eternal 

glory in Christ, will himself restore, confirm, strengthen, and 

establish you” (1 Peter 5:10).

Restoration is a hard concept to absorb with a finite mind, 

because it’s a concept that is realized in eternity. We are restored 

in many different ways. Each way brings glory to God, offers 
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hope to the believer, and announces the new way of the king-

dom. Living a gospel- centered life is the difference between a 

constantly yearning faith and a consistently fulfilled faith.

Simply put, Jesus is in the business of putting broken things 

back together. That’s the good news. When we trust the gospel, 

Jesus redeems our past, our present, and our future by restoring 

our souls, our stories, and our hope.

I don’t know what’s going through your mind as you read 

this. Each of us comes from a different 

background, with different experi-

ences, different failures, and different 

successes. Some things will resonate 

with you, and others might rub you 

wrong. But if you do anything, my 

prayer is that you’ll consider a gospel 

that is not limited by us, our think-

ing, or even our dreams.

We can’t out- dream God. His 

desire is that we would each live our greatest story. A story that 

only he could author.

I pray that you’ll pursue and receive a gospel that heals your 

every wound, allowing it to comfort you in your most broken 

places. I pray that it’s your greatest hope, that it becomes your 

greatest source of peace, and that when in doubt, you’ll choose 

to trust that Christ can accomplish in you and through you any-

thing he wills. What he has begun in you, he will complete.

I also pray that you’ll apply the same gospel to how you view 

others. That you’ll live by the standards that align with the king-

dom Jesus ushered in. That whenever you feel spiritual pride and 

living a gospel- 
centered life is the 
difference between a 
constantly yearning 
faith and a consistently 
fulfilled faith.
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judgment, you’ll replace it with humility and grace. That you’ll 

pursue truth, but never go through, around, or over people to get 

there. That you’ll be an advocate for others, kneel in the dirt to 

extend dignity, and become a friend to the outcast. That you’ll 

not only receive the gospel, but you’ll embody it as you seek to 

be more like Jesus.

“A new command I give you,” Jesus said. “Love one another. 

As I have loved you, so you must love one another. By this 

everyone will know that you are my disciples, if you love one 

another” ( John 13:34–35).

d i s Cu s s i o n  q u e s t i o n s

1. have you ever had an experience that challenged or shifted 
your view of the gospel? share your experience with the 
group. how has that experience changed you? how has it 
influenced your view of church?

2. in what ways have your understanding of the gospel’s work in 
or through you been limited? why do you think that is? how 
has that impacted your journey?

3. Brandon shared several different scenarios of first 
encounters with Christ. which environment do you identify 
with the most?

4. how has that experience formed your current view of the 
gospel? how has it changed?

5. has your experience ever caused you to question the validity 
of someone else’s experience? why?
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6. in this chapter, Brandon discussed how the gospel saves, 
transforms, and restores. if each action were on a timeline, 
where would you place yourself at this moment?

7. which of the three dimensions of the gospel do you least 
understand? why do you think that is?

8. which of the three dimensions do you most naturally trust? 
why? what can you do to press into or consider the other 
areas more deeply?

9. how does your view of the gospel inform how you view 
yourself? how does it inform how you view God?

10. in what ways should a holistic gospel shape the way you 
live out biblical community? how would you expect that to 
change your community?
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C h A p T e r  3

a  n e w  I d e n t I t y

See what great love the father has lavished 
on us, that we should be called children 

of god! And that is what we are!

— 1   J o h n  3 : 1

I Grew UP living two different lives.

Both of my lives seemed incredibly real and part of who I 

was. It wasn’t that I wanted to live two lives. They both felt nec-

essary to complete me, yet also seemed so independent of each 

other, as if there was no point where the two could merge with 

any type of authenticity.

One of my lives really loved Jesus. I attended church every 

Sunday with my mom and sister, youth group every Wednesday, 

and church camp every summer. I had spiritual experiences and 
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seasons that were incredibly fulfilling. I really liked this me, but 

this me didn’t seem capable of surviving in the real world. It was 

idealistic but felt impractical. I wasn’t sure I could keep it up. 

And it didn’t seem to translate well into my everyday life.

The other me wished he could stay home on Sundays to 

watch football. This me loved being a teenager and everything 

that went with it. It felt as if this was most likely the real me, 

the one that controlled my attitudes, my relationships, and my 

dreams. Although the other me consumed my mind the majority 

of the time, this one controlled my actions. This me knew about 

the other me and felt guilty all the time.

I was spiritually conflicted. But I really didn’t know how to 

get from where I was to where I was supposed to be.

It got worse when I went to college.

I never dreamed of attending a Christian college, but in the 

summer of 1990, I loaded down my car with everything I owned 

and made the transition from high school senior in Colorado to 

incoming freshman at Oklahoma Baptist University. It was a 

culture shock. I had never lived in the Bible Belt, much less gone 

to a Christian school. The first week felt more like church camp 

than it did college.

I knew right away which me needed to show up. This me, 

however, didn’t have the Guess jean shorts and polo shirts 

everyone else seemed to have. I didn’t know who Michael 

W. Smith was, or DC Talk. My pocket- sized New Testament 

was difficult enough to read, much less big enough to highlight 

all my favorite verses and take notes in the margins. I couldn’t 

recite the books of the Bible. And apparently it wasn’t cool any-

more to cuss.
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Fake it till you make it, though, right?

And I did. I fit in with the best of them. I portrayed myself 

as a good, mature, Christian college boy to the girls I dated, I 

went to all the campus Bible studies and Christian clubs, and I 

joined in on the Christian conversations the best I could in the 

student lounge. I wanted it to be real . . . but I was faking it. On 

the outside I looked like everyone else, but on the inside I was 

insecure, lonely, and felt like a fraud. My charade lasted about 

six months before the old me took over.

This became a cycle over the next few years. Many times I 

found myself trying to be and eventually pretending to be some-

thing better, more spiritual, more Christian than I really was, 

but inevitably reverting to the comforts of the old me. I often 

disappointed those around me. Along with this came spiritual 

shame and false condemnation. Since no one really knew what 

was going on in my life, no one told me how to deal with it. Even 

as an adult, later on, I lived in spiritual confusion from time to 

time. It wasn’t as noticeable as when I was younger, but there 

were certainly seasons when I just didn’t feel as transformed or 

spiritually disciplined as I was acting.

As I matured physically and emotionally, I began to realize 

what was happening spiritually. I was in a battle for my identity, 

and I had a real enemy contending for who I was. While it was 

natural that the new me did not yet feel as authentic as the old 

me, that realization wasn’t intuitive. That was the most difficult 

part for me, because I have a deep desire to be honest, to be 

authentic, and it didn’t feel authentic.

Two things I’ve learned since then: First, I’ve realized that 

I spent the majority of my early Christian years falsely equating 
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spiritual health with attendance at church programs. Not only 

does this not add up, but it’s not biblical. True Christianity is 

lived along the way, between the church services and Bible stud-

ies. Programs and events on the church campus are a significant 

part of the Christian journey, but they do not define us. The 

purest of moments communing with God and other believers, 

whether in exaltation or confession, are mostly responses to who 

we are, not the other way around.

Second, we are never more the real 

us than when we are closest to Christ. 

While I was more accustomed to the old 

me because it had defined the majority 

of my life, the old me is not the real me. It’s 
a lie. The old me was the broken ver-

sion of who I was before Christ. It was 

broken me. The real me is being made 

new by the gospel. It’s the me that God sees, and the one that 

matters most.

After all these years, the old me still contends for my identity. 

It’s frustrating at times. I have to deny myself daily. But that’s to 

be expected. Jesus taught that it’s a part of the journey. It’s when 

I forget this truth that I become most vulnerable to slipping back 

into old habits and practices.

That said, I would say that I’m no longer consumed with 

or defined by how others view me or by my failures. In fact, 

because I am a fairly unconventional church leader who rides a 

Harley, has tattoos, and typically hangs out with a pretty rough 

crowd, there are those who question my identity and agenda. 

None of us are without critics. But those people don’t define me.

true Christianity 
is lived along the 

way, between the 
church services and 

Bible studies.
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What defines me is that I’m a child of God. Regardless of 

how I look on the outside or how I spend my time. I am a sinner 

saved by grace, assured of who I am in Christ.

ov er Co M i n G  fe a r  a n d  s h a M e

One of the things important for any believer to understand is how 

fear and shame impact our identity. Whether I could verbalize it 

or not growing up, too often I envisioned God sitting on the clouds, 

waiting to throw thunderbolts at my every sin. I looked at my own 

shortfalls and could only imagine a God who was frustrated with 

humanity, especially my humanity. Why wouldn’t he punish me 

or be disappointed in me? That would make total sense.

It’s uncanny how we allow fear to seep in. Fear of failure. 

Fear of change. Fear of being found out. Fear of being misunder-

stood. Fear of judgment.

Fear leads to shame. Shame causes us to doubt. We begin to 

doubt God’s love and we begin to doubt God’s grace. Ultimately, 

we begin to doubt the ability of the gospel to work in our lives.

It’s good to remember that God is no stranger to the re-

sponse of fear. Throughout Scripture, whenever God revealed 

himself directly to his people, either as an angel of the Lord or 

as Jesus himself, the people’s first reaction was terror. There was 

something about experiencing the true presence of God that was 

incredibly revealing and confronting.

God’s response every time: “Fear not.”

From there he would explain why. Fear not, for I am with 

you. Fear not, for I am your God. Fear not, for I will strengthen 
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you and I will help you. Fear not, for I bring you great news. (See 

Isaiah 41:10, 13; 43:5 nkjv; Luke 2:10 kjv.)

In order to take our gospel identity seriously, we have to stop 

fearing our inabilities and start believing in God’s ability, that he is 

with us and that he is for us, and that his view of us and our circum-

stances is more expansive than ours. This has nothing to do with 

what we can accomplish; it has everything to do with what we can 

surrender. Our fear is unnecessary and our shame is unfounded.

It wasn’t until a handful of years ago that I fully embraced the 

reality that God saw me differently than I saw myself. I always felt 

as if God were disappointed, and that, compared to others, I was 

consistently failing him. Shame seemed to define me. Because 

of this, I struggled with the fear that I wasn’t doing enough and 

began to value works over pursuing and embracing truth.

Scripture never points us to more works as a means to earn 

God’s approval. Ever. When we place our hope in our spiritual 

achievement, we make our faith more about us than about God. 

When we do so, we are attempting to change the gospel to fit 

our lives instead of allowing the truth of the gospel to change 

our lives. The focus becomes what we do rather than who we are 

because of Jesus and who he is.

Scripture is clear to define God with one word: love (1 John 

4:8). While he is indeed Creator, Sustainer, and Judge, love is 

both the infrastructure and the fuel for each of his other char-

acteristics. God’s nature is holy and righteous. We know this. It’s 

part of the reason we tend to fear God’s judgment.

But in God’s love, he poured out his full wrath on the cross. 

There is none left. Jesus bore it all. Thus, our identity does not 

start with us; it starts with Christ.
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God presented Christ as a sacrifice of atonement, through the 

shedding of his blood— to be received by faith. He did this to 

demonstrate his righteousness, because in his forbearance he 

had left the sins committed beforehand unpunished— he did 

it to demonstrate his righteousness at the present time, so as to 

be just and the one who justifies those who have faith in Jesus. 

(Romans 3:25–26)

Where does this leave us? Justified by grace. That’s how 

God views us. He declares us innocent. It’s a new day and a new 

me. We must first believe this truth in order to live this truth.

Regardless of our failures, Christ levels the playing field at 

the foot of the cross. Our starting point is truly, “Not guilty.” 

Ponder that for a moment. This is our reality. Anything else is 

a lie. The truth of our identity is how God sees us. Here’s what 

Scripture says about us:

•	 We are saved by grace: “God saved you by his grace 

when you believed. And you can’t take credit for this; it is 

a gift from God” (Ephesians 2:8 nlt).

•	 We are new creations: “Anyone who belongs to Christ 

has become a new person. The old life is gone; a new life 

has begun!” (2 Corinthians 5:17 nlt).

•	 We are righteous and holy: “Put on the new self, created 

to be like God in true righteousness and holiness” 

(Ephesians 4:24).

•	 We are his messengers of reconciliation: “All this 

is from God, who reconciled us to himself through 

Christ and gave us the ministry of reconciliation: that 
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God was reconciling the world to himself in Christ, 

not counting people’s sins against them. And he 

has committed to us the message of reconciliation” 

(2 Corinthians 5:18–19).

It’s easy to see how we can wrongly view ourselves in terms of 

judgment. We are taught to trust that we are justified spiritually— 

that God declares us innocent because justice was served on the 

cross— even though we are incredibly guilty. It’s hard to absorb 

this reality, especially when we’ve lived most of our lives learn-

ing to fear the consequences of sin. But this is what God sees 

when he looks at us: Forgiven. Clean. Righteous. Worthy. And 

when we understand this, when we finally, truly believe it, our 

attitudes and behaviors change. We will find ourselves wrapped 

in the gospel that transforms. The result is true appreciation, 

humility, and life- altering gratitude.

I like how Jeff Vandersteldt put it in an article he wrote for 

the Gospel Coalition’s blog:

Whenever the people in the churches that Paul inf luenced 

went sideways, he didn’t just confront their wrongdoing and 

tell them what to do. He started by reminding them of who 

God is, what God had done for them in Jesus, and who they 

were in light of that truth. Then he reminded them of how 

believing the truth about the gospel and their new identity 

would lead them to different behavior. Paul knew that all of 

our behaviors result from what we believe about who God 

is as revealed through what God does, leading to what we 

believe about who we are. God’s work in Jesus Christ grants 
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us a whole new identity, and this new identity leads to a whole 

new way of living.1

P o s i t i o n s  i n  Ch r i s t

So how do we make the journey from confused identity to confi-

dence in Christ? Let’s start by taking a moment to consider what 

exactly it means to be “in Christ.”

Jesus’ direct promise to us is that if we remain in him, he 

will remain in us ( John 15:4). To remain means to maintain or 

hold a position. More specifically, it means to abide or to take 

residence in Christ. To do this we need to understand the differ-

ent positions we have in Christ. It serves us well to know where 

we stand.

Paul spoke to this in his letter to the Colossians, where he 

wrote to them about living in freedom from the law and the 

temptation of a shallow religion. Ironically, he wrote this letter 

about freedom from prison; he certainly believed that our free-

dom and fullness in Christ are first and foremost not bound by 

external circumstance. Let’s take a closer look at his words.

Since, then, you have been raised with Christ, set your hearts 

on things above, where Christ is seated at the right hand of 

God. Set your minds on things above, not on earthly things. 

For you died, and your life is now hidden with Christ in God. 

When Christ, who is your life, appears, then you also will 

appear with him in glory. Put to death, therefore, whatever 

belongs to your earthly nature. (Colossians 3:1–5)
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Position one: we died with Christ (Colossians 3:3a)
Paul didn’t state that we were numbed to sleep with Christ 

or temporarily paralyzed with Christ. We died with Christ. 

More specifically, while the old me may contend for the appear-

ance of life over the new me, God does not acknowledge its 

existence. It’s buried. It is no more.

The only one still acknowledging the old me is me. Some-

times our accusers and our critics will point to our old selves 

as well, but in Christ, earthly opinion is irrelevant. Scripture 

makes a bold and clear statement that we need to remember:

There is now no condemnation for those who are in Christ 

Jesus, because through Christ Jesus the law of the Spirit 

who gives life has set you free from the law of sin and 

death. For what the law was powerless to do because it was 

weakened by the f lesh, God did by sending his own Son 

in the likeness of sinful f lesh to be a sin offering. And so 

he condemned sin in the f lesh, in order that the righteous 

requirement of the law might be fully met in us, who do 

not live according to the f lesh but according to the Spirit. 

(Romans 8:1–4)

Position two: we are hidden in Christ (Colossians 3:3b)
In 1995 I boarded a bus headed to basic training for the 

United States Army. For months I was taught the basic skills 

necessary for every soldier to survive in a combat situation. I 

learned everything from hand- to- hand combat and rif le marks-

manship to evaluating a casualty and identifying my eight- point 

grid coordinates on a map by using terrain association. Sounds 
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complicated, but honestly, at this level we weren’t really trained 

to thrive in combat; we were trained to survive.

One of the most important things we learned was the dif-

ference between cover and concealment. Cover offers physical 

protection from an opponent’s weapon. It’s anything that can 

literally block a bullet. Concealment is anything that blocks the 

opponent’s ability to see you. In combat it’s critical to know when 

and how to utilize each. Without them we are left vulnerable and 

defenseless.

Paul taught that we are in a spiritual war for our identity. In 

Ephesians 6:12 he reminded us that “our struggle is not against 

f lesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, 

against the powers of this dark world and against the spiritual 

forces of evil in the heavenly realms.” Yet, he told the Colossians 

that since we have died with Christ, we have an additional posi-

tion in Christ: our life is now hidden with Christ in God. Like a 

treasure hidden in a field for safekeeping, our life is now laid up 

with God. Our salvation, our future, and our identity are pro-

tected. None of them are at risk. This is good news to those of us 

who consistently return to doubt and false condemnation.

Believer, you are covered and concealed with the blood of 

Christ. God knows your ugliest details and loves you anyway. In 

the middle of all our shortcomings, his Son died for us that we 

might have life. You are the Master’s greatest possession, and he 

has hidden you away for keeps. This is your place. Take heart.

Position three: we live in Christ (Colossians 3:4a)
The word life in this scripture is the Greek word zoe, which 

refers to all life, both physical and spiritual. All life throughout 
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the universe is derived from and sustained by God’s self- 

existent life, and the Lord intimately shares that gift of life 

with us.

This life comes with a shared purpose and a shared hope 

that, unlike worldly standards, does not disqualify based on our 

past. Its only qualification is the confession of Christ as Lord. 

It’s important we remember this is not a feeling or an emotion; 

it is a position. Because of the cross, we are God’s children. We 

can have confidence in our life right now.

I’m convinced that one of Satan’s greatest strategies is to 

cause believers to live in doubt. When he keeps us confused 

and insecure, we spend our lives navel- gazing and wondering 

whether or not we’re even saved. It’s hard to focus on a new 

life and mission in Christ when we’re worried about the old life 

that’s gone. Fear and shame are strategies of the Enemy. That 

said, each of us should believe the promise of Scripture, reject 

spiritual doubt, and live in the freedom and confidence that 

Christ offers.

Position four: we are raised with Christ and Glorified in 
Christ (Colossians 3:1, 4b)

In the late 1700s, Charles Wesley wrote the hymn “Hark! 

The Herald Angels Sing.” It’s one of my favorite Christmas 

songs because it reminds us not only how much God loves us 

but also that the Savior was born with the purpose of changing 

everything about us. Look at verse 3 (emphasis added):

Hail the heav’n- born Prince of Peace!

Hail the Son of Righteousness!
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Light and life to all He brings,

Ris’n with healing in His wings:

Mild He lays His glory by,

Born that man no more may die;

Born to raise the sons of earth;

Born to give them second birth.

Paul began Colossians 3 with a statement of fact: you have 

been raised with Christ (v. 1). Just a few short verses later he 

completed the thought: you also will appear with him in glory 

(v. 4). Because of this, we don’t have to fear our future and we 

don’t have to fear eternal judgment.

We don’t have to be anxious about God’s plan for our lives. 

All we have to know is that if we seek him we’ll find him. He’s 

got a plan and he’s big enough to let us know what we need to 

be doing when we need to be doing it. And we don’t have to 

worry about standing before God one day. Instead, we can just 

do our best to live for him today, knowing that whatever we do, 

he takes us wherever he goes. We are in Christ, and we are with 

Christ.

Knowing these things, how should we respond?

Paul’s final instruction from our highlighted scripture is to 

then “put to death . . . whatever belongs to your earthly nature.” 

Ugh. How can we possibly do that? I mean, isn’t that the problem 

in the first place?

Yes. It actually is. But Paul wasn’t just writing to tell us our 

position in Christ and then frustrate us without giving some 

insight into how this is done. In fact, he was very clear. First of 

all, knowing our place in Christ gives us the confidence to live as 
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children of God. Children live differently, have a special assur-

ance, and approach the throne knowing their father is for them, 

not against them. Only heirs to the throne can do what Paul 

outlined in the first few verses of Colossians 3: “Since, then, you 

have been raised with Christ, set your hearts on things above, 

where Christ is, seated at the right hand of God. Set your minds 

on things above, not on earthly things.”

Christ’s position at the right hand of God affirms his author-

ity and gives us confidence in the resurrection. Paul’s words are 

a challenge to set our hearts and minds on the supernatural 

work of the cross. Therein lies our hope. The only way we can 

effectively find our identity in Christ is to place our hope in the 

redeeming power that makes us wor-

thy to be raised with him.

We should consider, reconsider, 

evaluate, and return, over and over, 

to hope in Jesus alone. Not in our 

religious works. Not in our spiri-

tual accomplishments. Not in our 

earthly positions. When hope in the 
gospel becomes our default, we will no 
longer find our identity in the things of this 
world; we will find it in Christ alone.

t h e  feel i n G  o f  i d en t i t Y

When he was a toddler, my son Caleb took a headfirst plunge 

from the barstool in our breakfast room onto the hard tile f loor. 

when hope in the 
gospel becomes 

our default, we will 
no longer find our 

identity in the things 
of this world; we will 

find it in Christ alone.
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There was a split second of silence before the signs of concussion 

immediately presented.

Knowing good and well what was going on, I picked him 

up and rushed to the hospital just around the corner from our 

house.

Caleb was our third kid, but we were rookies to this level of 

trauma. It was pretty intense there for a while. We worked with-

out success for hours to calm him down enough to do an MRI 

and make sure everything was okay. The doctor said he had 

given Caleb enough sedative for a horse, yet he was still running 

through the halls as if he were at Disneyland. Finally, we just 

had to take him home and observe him for another forty- eight 

hours. All throughout the trauma, I had this strange calm about 

me and knew he’d be okay. Jen was a mess.

Two months later, my daughter Sydney had the first of what 

became multiple seizures. It was both terrifying and confusing. 

Away we went to the same hospital, same emergency room, 

and, ironically, the same bed that Caleb had occupied just a few 

months earlier.

While I was able to keep calm for Caleb, I was an emotional 

wreck with Sydney. I couldn’t keep it together. In fact, at one 

point Jen had to tell me to step out of the room as they continued 

with tests. This time, Jen was the oak. And I was the sap. It was 

embarrassing.

As I leaned against the wall in the hallway, I began to pray. I 

was confused and a little embarrassed. How could I be so strong 

when Caleb was in the emergency room yet so weak when 

Sydney was there? I didn’t love her more or him any less . . . 

did I?
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I’ll never forget the comforting response I heard in my 

mind. You don’t love one of them any more or less. You just love them 
differently.

It made so much sense. I did. I did love them differently. I 

loved to wrestle with my boys, put them in headlocks, and poke 

them in the ribs. I wanted to throw a football with them and 

take them hunting. I wanted them to learn from their mistakes, 

even if it meant some pain along the way.

It was different with my little girl. I wanted to snuggle with 

her on the couch. I wanted her to know she’s beautiful and 

valued. I wanted to save her from making mistakes. I wanted 

to shelter her from pain. I wanted her to learn everything the 

easy way.

Relationships are customized to the individual. One of the 

big mistakes we make as we seek to understand our identity 

in Christ is in how we evaluate intimacy with Christ, which 

doesn’t always look the same from person to person. We look 

at how others pray, journal, and worship and feel inadequate, 

incapable, or just unspiritual. In error, we sometimes allow the 

way we feel while interacting with Christ to determine our posi-

tion instead of trusting what Scripture says.

But feelings can be deceiving. And at times our feelings do 

not represent reality.

For example, for years I struggled with my salvation because 

I didn’t feel saved. I wrestled with guilt because I didn’t feel for-

given or like I was doing enough. I spent years trying to emulate 

other people’s faith. I tried to journal, like Jen does, but I just 

couldn’t. I tried to pray for more than five minutes at a time, but 

I’d get distracted (or, worse, fall asleep). I tried to be gentle and 
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more sensitive but ended up feeling like a bull in a china shop. 

Essentially, I was spending more time trying to mimic others 

than I was trying to find the way I most naturally connected 

with God.

But on that day, in the emergency room hallway, God 

spoke loud and clear. He said, Brandon, stop trying to be someone 
else. Be you. You and I are gonna wrestle a lot. I’m gonna get you in a 
headlock, and I’m gonna poke you in the ribs. every now and then I’ll 
pat you on the back. But I’m also gonna bring you to your knees when 
you need to be brought down a few notches. At that place we’ll probably 
snuggle a little.

I found myself in that moment. And it started to make sense 

for the first time. I realized that I identify with the Jacob of the 

Bible, who wrestled with God all night and wouldn’t let him go 

until he blessed him. This probably defines my life more than 

any other story in the Bible. What about you? Maybe you’re 

more like Mary, who adored, or Martha, who served. Maybe 

you’re like Peter, who was incredibly faithful, yet wasn’t, yet 

was, and God used him to start the church we see today. Maybe 

you’re a doubting Thomas. Or maybe you’re the Samaritan 

woman at the well.

I don’t know how you interact with God or if you, like me, 

have been trying to force intimacy in a way that isn’t really you. 

But know this: he will meet you where you really are. He’s there 

in that simple, authentic, vulnerable place where your ques-

tions are hard and your words are unrehearsed . . . he’s waiting 

for you, to meet the real you among the muck and the mire. 

Whoever you are and wherever you are, that’s the person Jesus 

died for and the one he desires to walk with every day.
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d i s Cu s s i o n  q u e s t i o n s

1. have you ever pretended to be someone you weren’t for the 
sake of a peer group or others around you? what was going 
on, and why?

2. we all change as we grow and mature, physically, mentally, 
and spiritually. have you ever wrestled with knowing whether 
the old you or the new you was the real you? explain.

3. have you ever thought about this struggle as having an 
enemy contending for your identity? why or why not?

4. have you ever thought about a new and/or emerging identity 
as the work of the gospel in your life? why or why not?

5. what has been the most difficult thing for you in finding 
your identity fully in Christ?

6. thinking about that most difficult thing, how much do you 
wrestle with it today?

7. what would Jesus say about that thing that has been so 
difficult for you?

8. do you know the gospel changes the way God views you but 
still struggle to believe it yourself? why is that? where do 
you think that comes from?

9. have you ever evaluated your spiritual health by church 
attendance? why?

10. what role does fear, guilt, or shame play in your search for 
identity? how does the gospel change how you should view 
those things?
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